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DESIGNER

Kitchen
Double height drama makes for a spectacular setting 
in this light-filled and contemporary family kitchen
PICTURES DARREN CHUNG  I  WORDS AMELIA THORPE

AMANDA 
DURHAM
INTERIOR DESIGNER,
AMANDA DURHAM 
CREATIVE INTERIOR 
DESIGN
Known for her artistic 
interior design skills, 
tailor-made solutions 
and meticulous 
attention to detail, 
Amanda Durham 
specialises in high end 
residential projects, 
from space planning  
to completion in  
West London. 

PROJECT DETAILS
ARCHITECTURE Snell David Architects. CABINETRY, WORKTOPS AND SPLASHBACK bulthaup b3 and b1 in 
Alpine White and Structured Oak by Kitchen Architecture, kitchen prices from £50,000. OVEN HB75GB550B, 
£805; STEAM OVEN HB24D552B, £725; WARMING DRAWER HW140562B, £368; HOB EH801FM17E, £778; 
FRIDGE integrated KI82LAD30, £1,031; FREEZER integrated built-under GU15DA50GB, £417; DISHWASHER fully 
integrated SN66T095GB, £878 all Siemens. WINE FRIDGE Similar, KWT 6321 UG, £2,165, Miele. TAPS KWC Livello 
tap, £430, Sterling; Basic boiling water tap, £850, Quooker. SINKS bulthaup stainless steel, priced to order; COOKER 
HOOD 604DDU120, £3,596; BAR STOOLS Carl Hansen CH56, from £577 each; DINING CHAIRS Carl Hansen CH24 
Wishbone by Hans J. Wegner, from £504 each, all from Kitchen Architecture. DINING TABLE Fritz Hansen Essay, from 

£3,782, Skandium. PENDANT Hooked 6.0, £780, Buster + Punch. WALL PAINT Down Pipe, £43.50/2.5l, Farrow & Ball.

RAISING THE BAR
The large island is the feature 

of the main preparation, 
cooking and serving area, as 
well as being a sociable hub 

with bar stools. It features 
Structured Oak cupboard 

doors to create warm contrast 
against the Alpine White 
worktop and end panels 
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ake a large Victorian house in South West London with a side extension added in the 1980s, 
and what have you got? A rather higgledy-piggledy collection of spaces on split levels and very 
awkward circulation between rooms. Working with architect James Cattle of Snell David, interior 

designer Amanda Durham was given a clear brief by her clients, a couple with young children, as 
she explains: ‘Our job was to create an improved flow, orientated around a modern family kitchen.’

By relocating the cooking and dining space to the garden level and removing part of the upper 
ground floor, James was able to create a spectacular space. A new single storey extension beyond 
makes room for a spacious dining area, with floor-to-ceiling sliding glass doors opening directly  
on to the garden. ‘The room is now flooded with natural light, so we chose a gentle grey and white 
colour scheme to enhance the spacious feel, and added warmth with accents of light oak,’ explains 
Amanda. ‘The dark grey wall adds drama, and ensures the room looks anything but bland.’

Having worked with Kitchen Architecture on previous projects, Amanda recommended designer 
Nikki Davis to her clients. ‘The success of this kitchen lies in its clean-lined simplicity, but actually 
achieving that simplicity requires impeccable precision and attention to detail,’ says Amanda. 
‘Nikki and I were able to work together closely to ensure that the layout functions well for cooking, 
entertaining and family life, and to create a design that sits well in the double height space.’ eKBB
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DOUBLE 
THE DUTY
An oak counter bridges 
on to the sink run, 
making a neat desk 
area for home admin 
with room for a stool 
below. It can also 
double up as another 
serving area when
a crowd of guests 
is expected

‘The island is designed to be the main 
preparation and cooking zone, with a bridge 

for bar stools, to make it a sociable hub’ 

LIGHT & DRAMA
Right A vast picture 

window allows light to 
flow from the kitchen 
into the entrance hall 

of the house, as well as 
accentuating the drama 

of the double height 
kitchen space

FLIGHTS 
OF FANCY

Below A new staircase 
leads to the drawing 

room and entrance hall 
beyond, while the door 

to the right opens to  
a utility room

NIKKI DAVIS
DESIGNER, KITCHEN 
ARCHITECTURE

Qa&

Can you tell us about the  
layout of the kitchen? 
The island is designed to be the 
main preparation and cooking 
zone in the room, with a bridge 
at one end for bar stools, to make 
it also feel like a sociable hub. 
Behind is a sleek sink run; we 
chose to celebrate the double 
height wall with a simple shelf 
above the splashback. It can 
be used to display favourite 
accessories, which can be changed 
according to mood, and looks 
much more interesting below 
the striking dark grey wall than 
a set of tall cabinets. These we 
put instead into a purpose-made 
recess below the picture window, 
creating a streamlined area for 
appliances and food storage. 

How were the colours and 
materials selected? The Alpine 
White laminate of the furniture 
and worktops sets a crisp, 
fresh mood, the linear design 
accentuated by the recessed grips 
in aluminium. The Structured 
Oak shelf, desk area and 
cupboard doors on the island 
introduce warmth and contrast, 
and visual interest.

What was the main challenge? 
Extraction above an island always 
requires thought, and particularly 
so here because of the extra tall 
ceiling. We chose an elegant 
recirculating model, hung on 
long, fine cables, as an efficient 
solution which doesn’t in any way 
look heavy or block the light.
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A LIGHT TOUCH
Carl Hansen Wishbone 
chairs designed by Hans 
J. Wegner and a Fritz 
Hansen table introduce 
the beauty of unfussy 
Scandinavian design to 
the dining area, while 
mid-century wall lights 
add another touch of 
stylish Nordic character

‘The dark grey wall adds drama, 
and ensures the room looks 

anything but bland’ 


